
Appendix B - Sussex & Joint Breaches for the period 1st September 2019 through 31st March 2020

Request date Reference 
Procurement
Category 

Requesting 
Department Business Lead Force Intended Supplier Reason for Order Request Reason for Breach 

Agreed Contract 
Terms Months

Value of Contract 
(Full Value)

09/09/2019 B341 Corporate and Professional Shared Business Services Daisanne Summersfled Sussex Hay Group Korn Ferry Job Evaluations for SBS Process was not followed. Requesting department assumed as supplier was on the system they were an approved supplier. One Off 5,000.00

23/10/2019 B511 Digital Policing Porfolio Digital Policing Porfolio Siobhan Nolan Sussex PSHE

The PSHE Association is the national body for PSHE education in England. They represent over 3,500 PSHE professionals, reach 100 Local Authorities and 20,000 educational 
practitioners across the country.
The PSHE Association in partnership with the NPCC will support policing in their working on PSHE in schools. This is continuation of work commenced during 2018/19. Deliverables 
during 2019/20 Contract novated and department unaware of process Ongoing 100,000.00

25/10/2019 B512 Corporate and Professional Ops Planning Ian Stone Sussex HILTON BRIGHTON METROPOLE HOTEL    Hotel room at Hilton Brighton Metropole Hotel for 1 night – Saturday 21st September 2019 for labour part conference Did not followe process One Off 15,762.50

14/10/2019 B513 Corporate and Professional Equip Tri Force Collaborative Phil Robinson Sussex Modis Gillies Dalzell - Payne. Working on the Equip Project for 6 months. Gillies has been contracted through Modis. The day rate is £525. Aware of Process but did not follow 6 63,000.00

02/10/2019 B514 Corporate and Professional Estates and Facilities Peter Stevens Sussex MRG People Consultancy  Fees - J Salmon Process not followed with no explination 12 35,000.00

01/11/2019 B517 ICT Business Services and Digital Division Joseph Langford Sussex James Harvard Ltd               

This is an urgent and necessary piece of work to support the transformation of Business Services and Digital Division (formerly ICT and Digital Transformation). We are currently under 
establishment with two vacancies within SLT and The CDIO, Joseph Langford has been leading key areas of change directly. Recently the CDIO been instructed by both Chief Constables 
to help support another strategic initiative. The CDIO’s extraction will inevitably cause gaps within his portfolio, made worse by the vacancies within the SLT and it’s imperative that it 
does not impact on the delivery of ongoing programmes within the Business Services and Digital Division

Utilising the service for James Harvard will provide continuity as they have already been commissioned to 
complete
 work for the department and it’s proven that their previous quotation was a more cost effective option than using
an alternative supplier. This is an extension of work utilising a vetted and available resource from James Harvard. 4 104,000.00

22/11/2019 B699 Corporate and Professional Forensic Crime Scene Services Ian Kirkwood Joint ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD

Requisition came through from Michael Hobden for this Supplier for £36k quotes were provided also with an invoice the invoice total did not match 
order value. I requested further information from Michael (Still awaiting reply.) The invoice total was just over £50k On further investigation I noticed 
that the orders for the invoice had been split and also retrospective. I pulled up all the orders for this supplier all have been placed by Michael Hobden 
and all retrospective. The Supplier has been set up since February. On the new vendor form the annual expenditure was £( ) Below are a list of orders 
placed so far.
Number Description Price Supplier
167140 Accommodation for Alecto CSI course for 6 x CSI initial training £13,303.25 ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD
163827 2 x CSM training courses for D. Leigh and A. Newton £1,600.00 ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD
160088 CSI stage 2 conversion course 25/02/19 Alecto Forensics £23,640.00 ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD
160087 CSI stage 2 conversion course 14/01/2019 Alecto Forensics £19,700.00 ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD
162401 6 new CSIs basic training CSI stage 1 & 2 courses Alecto Forensics 16/09/19 to 08/11/19 £36,800.04 ALECTO FORENSIC SERVICES LTD
  £95,043.29 

Did not Follow 5 Orders Place 95,043.29

27/01/2020 B737 Corporate and Professional Operations Command Oliver Senior Sussex Goodwood Festival Of Speed

This is an annual event attended by SSRP using partnership funds.  The use of these funds is strictly governed by the Strategy & Resources Group 
chaired by East Sussex County Council with police delegates in attendance.  Approval was granted from the SRG in December 2019 but the process for 
securing an exhibition space with Goodwood starts in October – so we have to start talking to them at an early stage.  There is no other supplier who 
can provide an exhibition space at the Goodwood Festival of Speed.  The team had no intention of breaching Contract Standing Orders policy.  I 
submitted the A60 but the response from Finance Ops for three quotes came to Emma Tugwell-Smith who then completed a Waiver Form (but it 
transpires this was an old template).  The response to the wrong template was sent to me and not Emma – and it was sitting in my inbox.  In the 
meantime, assuming that everything Emma had submitted had been processed (i.e. PO raised), she received the first invoice (for 25% of the value) and 
sent it to Finance Ops to pay.
In future for these sorts of spend, we will always endeavour to create a waiver form and seek Head of Procurement approval – but there are times 
when we only know the cost when we have confirmed intention to use.

Did not fully understand the waiver request process one off 6,550.00

25/02//2020 B839 Digital Policing Porfolio Digital Policing Portfolio Christ Temple Sussex Ingenious Design LTD Printing Work for Porfolio
The Portfolio were unaware that the contract had expired when they engaged with the supplier.  They
 are now aware of the CSO process and have confirmed that in future they will be obtaining three quotes for this value of expenditure. One Off 5,600.00

27/03/2020 B840 Estate, Facilities and Fleet Estates and Facilities David Lewis Sussex BT Group

We were unaware that the value of the work being done would be above the permitted % increase that the RM045 contract allowed. 
 This contract with BT, which did follow a tendered process some years ago, seemed to be used for all force wide CCTV works. . The work that caused the increase, followed a force wide 
CTSA assessment of our security CCTV systems, was at our Witness Suites sites. They were placed top priority, due to faulty, old and irreparable equipment. A meeting was held with BT 
to discuss how this whole project might take shape.  BT decided to install the appropriate fibre connections in place at each witness suite early on.   We still should be paying for this 
portion of work they have done. This was not an intentional breach … more a helpful supplier working with a keen to progress Estates team. No further orders are planned with BT as 
work in the armouries and custody suites at Hastings and Crawley have already been agreed through Procurement Breach of contract Value without a contract variation 36 months 59,507

Joint Procurement Service Retrospective and Breach Register 


